Our solutions based on a single platform for digital transformation

We designed and created MESA, an innovative technology to manage the digital transformation of all strategic processes by joining a complex engine of BPM, RPA, simulative and intelligent algorithms to Personal Productivity tools in a single integrated solution.
Our products are based on our MESA engine, which cover different strategic areas:

- **Impact** supports corporate sustainability in accordance with the most important global standards (GRI Certified).
- **Continuity** allows you to manage the estate of companies in an emergency, measure the actions taken and highlight them to investors.
- **Procomp** guides the Governance Risk & Compliance through the «Digital Transformation» improving quality, productivity and efficiency.
- **Skills** allows to support synchronous and asynchronous mixed training through a guided, dynamic and personalized study path.
- **Analitica** manages processes and performances of the finance team, a full support for the CFO and all the business users.
- **Optimize** allows to optimize the functioning of the product or the real process through digital simulation.
Based on international GRI and CDP standards, IMPACT manages environmental and social performance, ensures compliance, minimizes risk and improves business value creation.
IMPACT you can measure the environmental, social and governance-related impacts («Environmental, Social, Governance») the three essential factors for measuring sustainability including connection with SDGs.

Our technology represents the state of art for automation of processes that aim to produce final documents.

Data that are already present in the company systems can be easily integrated into our system.

Our intelligent reporting technology can allow data insight on all GRI, CDP and non personalized indicators.
Features

The Smart Disclosure technology helps you to simplify and automatize the creation of the final document, from the Sustainability Report to the Non-Financial Disclosure.

The flexibility of the reporting engine allows you to manage information in an integrated way between the «dimensions» of sustainability.

A collaborative workflow allows you to manage different hierarchical approval levels and to organize data and «narrative» information collection.

The complete traceability indicating “who did what” easily guarantees conformity with regulatory requirements and simplifies audit activity for third parties.
✓ Improved overall data reliability

✓ Higher accuracy, data traceability and less rework

✓ Time saving in data collection, process analysis and reporting production

✓ Easily identifying improvement areas for better sustainability performance

✓ Increase of internal synergies and reuse produced data in other corporate information systems

✓ Greater involvement of the entire organization and due date respect

✓ Simplifying external audits saving a lot of time
Some of our applications

- Stakeholder Engagement
- Materiality Analysis & Matrix
- Non Financial Disclosure as GRI Standard
- Sustainability Strategy & Planning vs SDGs
- Environmental Reporting as CDP & GRI standards
Stakeholder Engagement

Involve, inform and support stakeholders on sustainability topics, building an ongoing communication channel.

To create the maximum commitment of the Stakeholder we developed a strong methodology to engage and support all the engagement activity versus the Stakeholder.

Our applications could guide CSR Officers to the more strategic Stakeholder and track all the initiative and monetary commitment to effective accomplish Sustainability objectives.
All informations about Stakeholders are automatically insert in Non Financial Disclosure as GRI standard.
Materiality Analysis & Matrix

Simplify and manage the process of Materiality Analysis and the drafting of Materiality Matrix

The Materiality Analysis of the relevance of the individual stakeholders identified through the Stakeholder Map, is an essential step in understanding which actors and which topics are to be considered priorities with respect to the business strategy of the company. A topic for a Stakeholder is more relevant as it is able to influence the company during present and future. Corporate action must be concentrated more on these priority topics as part of an effective Sustainability Strategy. IMPACT facilitate the Materiality Analysis with a straightforward collaborative workflow that allow to identify, analysis and monitor relevant topics.
Materiality Analysis & Matrix

Simplify and manage the process of Materiality Analysis and the drafting of Materiality Matrix

Our applications also allow to connect topics to SDGs in a very simple way to allow company to identify and monitor the relevance aspects of Sustainability Strategy.

All data are automatically insert in Non Financial Disclosure as GRI standard.
Sustainability Planning

Planning, integrating and final accounting: everything in one single App

The sustainability manager’s job is made very complex by the need to coordinate and implement several activities of a different nature between both internal and external stakeholders and to provide an integrated view of SDGs and principle values.

Our application allows:

• **Periodic planning** of sustainability activities and potential integration of additional activities (e.g. follow-ups) during the year;
• **Financial accounting** for the activities of the people involved;
• **Monitoring** of progress by function and activity type.
A good Sustainability plan is the base for an effective Sustainability Strategy.

Our application also track budget allocations on activities defined during Stakeholder Engagement and allow the Management to monitor social impact.
Non Financial Disclosure

Drafting the Non-Financial Disclosure is a complex and onerous process, but thanks to IMPACT collaborative workflows, Smart Disclosure and Web App:

- the process is **centrally managed**: you can assign responsibilities and deadlines for each piece of information, and check on their progress;
- **audit** activity is made **simple and transparent**;
- collecting information pursuant to from the different organizational units becomes **simple** and needs no rework.
Non Financial Disclosure

Simplify and optimize the Non Financial Disclosure

All data are delivered to the correct users in a really simple web based solution with history data and complex control and calculated rules that can easily allow users to perform a correct data entry. All data are validated through a personalized and dynamic authorization workflow.
Simplify and optimize the Non Financial Disclosure

The reporting system allows every organizational unit to analyze indicators in a multidimensional way by company, category, time and all the other sustainability dimensions.
Non Financial Disclosure

Simplify and optimize the Non Financial Disclosure

Thanks to Smart Document technology our tool allow you to dynamically integrate and collect data directly into the final document, dividing its parts among the different business players.

Our platform is GRI certified.
Environmental Reporting

Simplify drafting Environmental Report by collecting data in a structured and integrated way

Based on the CDP and GRI standards, this application allows you to manage collection and compilation of environmental data from the different data owners, often based in various countries across the world and with a different timing update (monthly, quarterly, yearly).

Thanks to IMPACT collaborative workflows you can:

- collecting information from the different organizational units becomes easier and needs no rework;
- the process is centrally managed, thus allowing you to assign responsibilities and deadlines for each piece of information and check on their progress.
Environmental Reporting

Simplify drafting Environmental Report by collecting data in a structured and integrated way.

Our platform can be custom-set to manage the rules of data calculation (i.e. waste, emissions, carbon footprint, circular economy, etc.) from the fields and validated all information to automatically integrate it in GRI indicators.
Environmental Reporting

Simplify drafting Environmental Report by collecting data in a structured and integrated way

With a very complete set of dashboard, charts, KPIs, reports, and trend analysis, our platform allow Environment expert to analyse and easily identify improvement opportunity and related problems. Custom reports are easily to develop thanks to Microsoft PowerBI integration.
01. Simple, dynamic and accurate reporting

Having accurate reports becomes extremely easier, the reports are updated in a collaborative and dynamic way, with data and comments that can be edited in real time.

02. Comfort and user-friendly

IMPACT enhances the systems existing in the company and it guarantees a large variety of formatting options, thanks to the user interface implemented by Microsoft Word.

03. Elimination of human errors

Manual processes are automated in order not to waste time in confirming and researching for information. Users have always previous year data to understand if the data inserted is correct.

04. Security and control

A powerful Audit system guarantees activity traceability and process transparency.

05. TCO reduction

Thanks to unified process management, the tracking and control of all the activities, the elaboration time reduction, etc.
Training is necessary to create competence and to face possible resistance to application change. For this reason we offer more training solutions based on your needs.

- **Classroom**
  - Virtual or real class
  - More levels
  - Bonus Webinars

- **On the job**
  - Direct support on your system
  - Individual or group

- **Embedded**
  - Training video, Live chat and Virtual Assistant integrated in the solution